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Introduction Note 

 

 Here the beginning of a journey, A journey of a poetry and with 

poetry. Poetry is Nature or  we can say that poetry takes it’s formation 

from the sounds of Nature and from the variety of Nature, Human 

existence, love, adventure, romanticism all relates with Nature and 

Poetry. The main protagonist of our entity is Nature which creates all 

the songs and poetry. The readers can touch and feel the picture of love 

and the lash greenery of purity in these poems.  

 

Bivashkanti Guptabakshi  

24 July 2017  
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About The Author 

Anirban is an Indian Bengali poet, writer, singer of this modern 

era. He has logic behind his literary works and others. His 

immense love for music particularly for Tagore Songs is unique. 

Specifically he is a complete admirer of Rabindranath Tagore. 

More over at this crisis moment he has a stronghold in his 

farthest corner of his heart for Bengali culture and music. 

Anirban was born on 1 June 1996 at Alipurduar, a former 

subdivision of the state of West Bengal and now become a 

district town. His father Partha Sengupta is a State Government 

employee and his mother Dipali Sengupta is a housewife. His 

birth name is Anirban Sengupta and he achieve his success with 

his birth name that Anirban. 

Anirban was involved in music from the early days of his life. 
His musical journey is still continuing. In his course of life he 
gained deepness and enough maturity in his thinking and he 
entered the world of literature. After that period his music and 
writing spread their steps hand to hand. Now he involves very 
much in writing and equally he is trying to gain knowledge about 
literature and technicality of writing as much as one can. 

 
Anirban found a CD from the corner of his room when he 

was student of class 9. The CD was contained with 120 Tagore 

Songs. After hearing the CD Anirban became interested in the 

world of music specially in Tagore Songs. After gained success in 

Madhyamik Examination he started his musical journey with the 

mastery excellence of Mr. Manojit Dey. Very soon Sengupta’s 

talent in the field of music direction came in limelight in 

Geetosudha Music Production and in front of Mr. Manojit Dey. 



Mr. Manojit Dey appoint him in music direction in Geetosudha 

Music for an one year course which named “The Project 

Resound of Tagore Songs”. But Anirban completed the target 

within only three months. 

Gradually, He became a singer and Manajit Dey gave him a 

chance to perform on stage in a function on the occasion of 

Bengali Festival Kaali Festival. From the very beginning he gained 

popularity among the people of the locality along with the 

personalities of Geetosudha Music Production. Gradually he 

started to perform in concerts from the functions. 

Anirban performed in his first live performance in a concert 

in Youth Festival in the year 2012 on the occasion of the 150th 

Birth Anniversary of Swami Vivekananda. In the live concert 

Anirban conducted the concert. In 2013, he and his companions 

conducted a concert at Dooars Festival. Anirban concert of 

Dooars Festival made newspaper headline and not only that, he 

also received admiration from the great singer Raghab 

Chaterjee. 

In the year 2013, he gave an audition in a reality show 

named Voice of North Bengal. The judge was the famous vocalist 

of “Bangla Band” Cacktus, Shidhu. But Anirban was not selected 

for the final as he was not spread out his music in versatility. 

Musical life of Anirban started from the world of Tagore 

Songs. He is an qualitative songs-tan of ''Geetosudha'' in the 

education Visva Bharati Sangeet Samiti. His famous song 

released from ''Geetosudha'' are: Aami Chini Go Chini Tomaare, 

Ektuku Chhoyaa Laage, Paaglaa Haawaan Baadal Dine, Aami 



Tomaay Jato, Aaj Khelaa Bhaangaar Khelaa, Aamaar Raat 

Pohaalo, Jodi Tor Daak Shune Keu Naa Aase, Saghano Gahano 

Raatri, MaayaaBonoBihaariny, Edin Aaji Kon Ghare Go, Din Jodi 

Holo Abosaan, Ei Kathaati Mone Rekho etcetera. 

Anirban started his literary career with script writing. At first 

he started his life as a writer with the romantic love poems but 

later on he continue his writing with the versatile topics of 

nationality, essays about social rituals and culture, nature, 

personalities, historical events, fantasy, science, philosophy and 

detective fictional stories etc. 

Anirban started his career as a writer from the middle of the 

year 2010. He likes to write on different topics. From the 

childhood Anirban was interested in science but in latter life he 

becomes fond of literature. When he was in class 9th standard, 

he was interested in Bengali literature. He started his poetic life 

in this way. He started to take initiative to publish his poetry in 

various journals and periodicals. 

In the year 2012, he learned to write and poetical 

composition with specific rules of Bengali literature from his guru 

Mr. Bivashkanti Guptabakshi. In present time he research and 

investigation of the case Kadambari Devi’s suicide note and 

Evaluation of Bengali Race and Culture for new skills of subjects 

in his literary works. He is reputed for his vast knowledge in 

literature and philosophy. 

After gained success in Madhyamik Examination he started 

his literary journey with the mastery excellence of Mr. Bivashkanti 

Guptabakshi. Very soon his talent in the field of literary direction 



came in limelight in Bengali literature and in front of Mr. 

Bivashkanti Guptabakshi. 

Anirban carefully read Marx and Engels and became a 

thought able person of Marxism in 2012. 

About his singing and writing style, he has said, “I have a 

special way of writing the lyrics when it is dictated to me. No 

matter what the language of the song, even if it is Hindi, I write it 

in Bengali. I have certain notations and markings to indicate the 

way it should be pronounced. Never take shortcut in the journey 

of life. There is no substitute of labor. Success is nothing but 

determination, honesty, hardbound and dedication. Your work is 

your religion.” 

According to Anirban, his very first influence in his life was 

his father and also mother. He also acknowledged that Indranil 

Sen, Srikanto Acharya and The Bengali Polymath of Tagore family 

and Brahmo philosopher Rabindranath Tagore have always been 

his idols. In an interview Anirban said, “I use Rabindranath Tagore 

style and the personification of writing skill when a narrator 

understands. He also mentioned the names of Satyajit Roy, 

Sharadindu Bandyopadhyay and Bankim Chandra Chattopadhyay 

as his biggest inspirations towards modern Bengali literature”. 

Bivashkanti Guptabakshi 

Salok Publishers 
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Mother 

If you in danger,  

Please think of you mother  

If you lost your power of thinking,  

You may invite your destruction.  

21 November 2015  

Win 

If you try to win,  

Don’t be negative.  

So, be positive and say.  

From your core of the heart  

I have to do it.  

22 November 2015  

The Dream In Our Dream 

The dream in our mind  

Abstractly have to our with freedom.  

When our dream will be successful.  

If we completely believe on that.  

If you break up from go forever,  

Let’s starts again with self confident.  

12 



Don’t fear and go towards the target.  

Small life, small time  

Don’t think for the leisure.  

Have to do something  

The future will be simple.  

26 May 2015  

Black Knight 

Open the door,  

Blue sky is very real.  

Abstract smell of the flowers.  

Welcome my nose.  

First sunlight –  

Spread over my entity.  

I’m alive and I feel so,  

This is credited by  

Green leafs and free flowing air  

And clean ringing stream.  

This morning,  

Your answer is calling me –  

Like illusion to reality.  

13 



I got love in my life.  

Love of literature  

Love of nature.  

I saw this black sky in night  

I feel like a Black Knight.  

9 June 2015  

A Confused Traveler 

At this cloud and rain I’m now amongst the greenery  

With a glimpses of literary excellences.  

The incredible voice of Charbak,  

in the poetic explanation about chosen path of life.  

I’m alive in this moment  

If I understand  

The thinking of Frost’s aesthetism of life  

I can alive  

Yes I can alive.  

21 September 2015  

My Days Beginning 

Fresh colorful feelings of petals of mind.  

Spread abstractly in my days beginning.  

14 



Starts with the tune of heavenly music  

Up and down, rhythm is dancing  

Everything in front of mind  

And is like an unfold story.  

Songs of great poet,  

Sung by all new human buds  

Spread over entire universe.     

29 May 2016  

Way of Thinking 

Don’t tell me with leisure,  

To spread noise of happiness.  

Is this only way of life?  

Movement of my target,  

Contextual with future  

Fear again fear in end of days  

Illusion spread over the universe.  

30 My 2016  

Feelings of Resembling Mind 

A sweet feeling spread in my mind  

She has undone me on her love,  

15 



You know the silent ways  

When you came with me.  

My eyes spread out for window of heart.  

I gave attention to noise of wind.  

My resembling mind is playing  

On the hot blooded field  

You know the feelings,  

When you sat by my side.  

20 June 2016  

Day-Night 

In the awakening hours    my entity,  

Flashed with an explosion of sunlight  

And create a feeling,  

In my resembling mind.  

My heart is trembling  

Like a hardness  

My eyes is closing  

Everything is in darkness.  

Again in the moonlit hours    my entity  

Spread with the rays of cool sunlight  

16 



When I saw  

Just only our kid trotting in the green.  

I know, this is the ultimate  

The moon is gradually goes into the clouds  

And spread a darkness in the valley  

With these the midnight arrives.  

29 June 2016  

Los Muertos Vivos Estan  

If you stop the tune  

Do you know what you will lost,  

When the light come by mysterious moon  

You will see by me.  

If you come by my side,  

You will return to my love.  

If you think, you have won,  

You never saw me again.  

If you see the harden girl,  

Who was dead, not alive.  

But if you want the change,  

You may meet your end.  

17 



If you try to hide your love  

Forget me by your mind.  

Life is gone with just a line of the ink,  

Cause the end of beginning  

When your mind broken again,  

Stop your mind and count to ten.  

If your mind will stand tall,  

Only for you, I have to risk it all.  

If you try to hide from your past,  

When my mind break by sharos of glass.  

I want to feel love,  

Run through my blood.  

Only for you, I have to risk it all,  

When your answer is written on the wall.  

22 July 2016  

Dark Mind 

This is unstoppable,  

When I got a perfect place –  

To start my love.  

I feel save,  

18 



I feel ready,  

We know the time –  

That is not enough for love.  

I have spent a time with you,  

When you like my movement.  

The light runs through my dark mind –  

But it never fulfills you.  

Try to hide your sadness,  

Forget your life of darkness.  

Now, your destination is my destination,  

Where you find love, I also feel it on the same point.  

Put of your mind now belongs to me,  

Put of your love is my feelings of heart.  

26 July 2016  

Game of Fire 

An external flame spread at horizon,  

When I saw this red light.  

The light will try to come,  

I go to a hill of height.  

Me and my entity frying in the flame,  

19 



The flame catches my hand  

Through playing a game.  

12 August 2016  

Time Is Not Enough 

Time is not enough  

When you solve sums for exam  

An abstract fear which like to come.  

When you success in your life  

Thinks the fear of past  

Within seconds of five.  

Time is not enough  

In the whole of human life.  

We are try to go  

At the front, up front  

When we all forget every movement of peace.  

Time is not enough  

For a day or night.  

Time is pass  

Go to fast  

Years and years are over.  

20 



Time is not enough  

For our dreams.  

The world in your hand  

If you stop him.  

14 August 2016  

Tune 

Oh unknown, was one of the times.  

Did you feel? I heard music in my phone.  

Unique in the afternoon,  

When you’ve discovered the heart.  

It was not by notation,  

Resembling rhythm of voice.  

I have listen to the rhythm,  

Still not met  

I want to see.  

We want to hear about love,  

Sweet tone of her voice  

Many new.  

20 August 2016  

Hello 

21 



Hello, you know my name  

When you walks slowly  

Along the vacant path.  

Hello, are you there?  

When your piano play by someone  

I feel the meaning of your song,  

If your soft hand try to call me.  

Hello, can you hear me?  

When you are not in sleep  

Either you thinks to call me,  

Or if you have urge to meet with me.  

Hello, please answer me  

When your problems haunt your  

Are you want to hide me from your life?  

Hello, open the door,  

I want to enter your doorstep of life.  

Stop now, let me allow to enter  

If you not cut my call.  

22 August 2016  

Gunbarrel  

22 



A round figure came,  

When a gun throw a bullet.  

A deathly hallow spread in blood  

Not a crazy, not a zigzag  

Only a red circle.  

Very deep and charming  

Hole in the muscle.  

Breaks the spring of life  

The power of will and dreams  

The power of a biological mechanism.  

23 August 2016 

Light of the Sky 

The light of the sky,  

Spread at the west  

When the sun rise  

Want to give his best.  

25 October 2016  

Global Warming 

Global warming in the green earth,  

Launch to colorless.  

23 



Think the generation child,  

Who lives but have to die.  

26 October 2016  

I Can 

I can write many kinds of poems  

I can play with fun of games  

Red sun rise I saw another day.  

I can see leaves are all  

I can jump with moonlight fall  

White moon rise I saw another way.  

27 October 2016  

Speech of Birds 

Close the modernism  

At the present time  

We are dead  

Real like your dark mind  

We are simple  

We are gentle  

Hasn’t garbage of your mind.  

13 November 2016  

24 



The Way of Literature; Crumbles of My Life 

The way of literature; crumbles of my life  

When the darkness of storm arrive  

Fade mind was suffocating by poles  

‘Tis the relation of hurt by heart.  

 My entity was ultimate collide by feet  

Unstoppable smell spread yet  

For the conceal swept crumbles overdue  

Drowned at my unstoppable heal.  

24 November 2016  

My Fictions Fluently Convert A Story 

 My all of days, covers of sky, give you  

Yet the rainy days, I want to give you  

The window of my mind, see and thee see,  

When the wind came under the garden of my mind  

I gave some rain, oh! The nature  

Again the coole wind wants to write a history  

When the covers gonna, the sky was clean  

My fictions fluently convert a story.  

26 November 2016  

25 



Poems Are Forever 

Poems are forever,  

They all I need to happy me  

They can describe and say me  

They can’t cheat any one  

Poems are forever,  

Try to write one line first  

When you feel fear and sleepy  

They can hurt anyone.  

Poems are forever,  

They all I need to sparkling me  

The can love and walk with me  

They can’t apart from anyone.  

Poems are forever,  

Try to give something me  

When I swept from mind  

They can’t suffocating anyone.  

 26 November 2016  

Write Another Day 

I’m gonna write to yes and no  

26 



I’m gonna miss that I know  

I’m gonna keep my secrets  

I’m gonna close my fingers now.  

I guess write another day  

I guess I will write another day.  

I’m gonna break my rhythm  

I’m gonna shake up the system  

I’m gonna destroy my ego  

I’m gonna close my mind now.  

I think, I will done another way  

This is the fact, I know  

I guess, I will write another way  

‘Tis not my time to think.  

I’m gonna avoid the comments  

I’m gonna suspend my senses  

I’m gonna rewrite next Sunday  

I’m gonna close my harden book  

I guess done no other way  

This is the style I know  

I guess I will write no other way  

27 



‘Tis not my style to write.  

30 November 2016  

Soul 

I don’t want to die in the beautiful world,  

Wanna to be live in the realm of humanity.  

In this sunlight, in that flower garden  

In this living heart yet, get a place!  

Ultimate rays catches living plays,  

Perfect relation of fulfillers’ sadness and happiness.  

Humanity feelings gotta rhythms  

Yet can write internal light.  

Yet I can’t, so live those times  

In your state I went to get  

You’re gonna wake up, morning and evening  

In new and new rhythm, flowers blow up.  

The flower take with smiley face, and then oh!  

Drop the flower, yet flower dry.  

2 December 2016  

Harsh Reality 

I’m in danger; Wanna back my power of thinking.  

28 



I won’t wanna invite my destruction,  

When I try to win the path of my life.  

I’m gonna think about positive; Yet I saw darkness,  

The dream in my core of heart; abstractly bust again  

 A spetre cold sunlight spread in my awakening times at skyfall.  

Millions sharos of sunrays destroy my literal mansion,  

My poems’re lost in the dark shadow of graveyard.  

6 February 2017  

Fantastic Writer (Sonnet) 

The worlds of subjects are enough for write.  

If you can write with power of mind,  

When you can travel, the left or right,  

The subjects will come, when you can find.  

If you can love your garbage of humanity,  

If you can’t fear your future of literature.  

So, you can connect your writings with community,  

And you can achieve your level as literatuer.  

I know her, believe and trust or think,  

The paper of life can’t stop for ink.  

Every feeling can fulfill her target of anything, 

29 



Its cause the end of her, new beginning.  

If you can think that about your hurt,  

So, you can feel the rhythm of heart.  

2247 Hours, 15 June 2017  

Moonlight Sonata 

How do you look at the mirror of your eyes?  

How are you crying when you love me?  

Birth before birth is born like that you  

Such as the type of tune and deep tune like as musical lyrics  

It does not matter the inherent masses of silence  

How are you crying when you love me?  

I’ve been here before you, Padmabati  

The coconut pants are as tear some as you are  

I’m born in a droplet of tears, my death  

Silence stories of silence tell me with my style  

Before the rain falls you again fail  

How are you crying when you love me?  

13 June 2017  

Tagore Timeless  

30 



Light of reflections on the water, more than darkness on the 

depths,  

See him surface in literal shadows, on the wind, I feel his breaths.  

Tagore Songs, I found his weakness, no time for sweetness,  

You’ll never know how I sung you, from the rhythm as a tone.  

You’ll never know how I feel you, your songs, your lyrics,  

You’ll never know the days, the nights but now my time has come,  

And time, time is not on your sides.  

See him move through speech and voice, feel his presence in the 

times,  

Other fact, your song is not enough, to give a new hope, not out 

of life,  

Tagore Songs, not light or complex, it’ll take forever for sing.  

You’ll never know how I loved you, from core of my heart,  

You’ll never know how your works, is my way and target.  

It’s a gold and honey way, I’ve got far you tonight,  

This time I won’t miss, I’ve got you in my sights.  

9 March 2017  

A Piece of Moon 

When the lights off,  

31 



In the depth under ocean.  

The green form of trees,  

Move silently,  

A piece of moonlit smiley,  

For reflect a new begins.  

A piece of moon  

I’m wanna see nearly,  

If her beauty haven’t hide!  

 So, dark is not in light. 

24 May 2017  

Dark Fantasy 

Once I twelve years old,  

Dark light spread in my world.  

Not at the front and not at the book.  

I saw the spectre of death,  

I feel the blood smell breath.  

It’s not a fun of life,  

It’s not a game of time,  

It’s just a dark fantasy  

Of the every human life. 

32 



22 August 2017,  2130 hours  

Direction 

If you take a way, 

Do you know what you’ll get? 

If you are on the path of work, and – 

If you can continue  

A work gives you a direction 

Fluently you can’t walk on 

Feel the heat limelight 

When your mind resembling 

You can take such a small break 

You can take a long breath. 

But your target is not waiting  

For the preparation of your own entity. 

If you remove darkness by unveils path 

If you invent a converter of your feelings 

So, that you discover your life  

As a new born. 

2126 hours, 29 September 2017 

Negative  

33 



You can’t go, 

At the western door, 

Flowing air attack you 

If you stand on the front. 

 

You can’t go, 

At the rain full chain, 

Diamond waters attack you 

If you stand on the out. 

  

You can’t go, 

At the empty canvas, 

Acidic Color attack you 

If you touch your fingers. 

 2135 hours, 29 September 2017    
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